
Program

Preparing the leaders of tomorrow to engage with the world. 

FUTURE LEADERS

Schulich School of Business, York University

Guanghua School of Managment, Peking University

Earn two degrees  
in just four years.

The prestigious Future Leaders program 
offers a chance to study with diverse students 
selected from across the world, in the 
dynamic and historically rich city of  
Beijing, China during years 3 and 4 of your 
program. Learn about an evolving global 
economy as you earn two renowned 
undergraduate degrees. 

schulich.yorku.ca/PKU-future-leaders



• Enjoy free on-campus accommodation provided by 
Peking University

• Benefit from a Cost of Living stipend
• Pay only four years of regular Schulich i/BBA tuition 

fees to earn two degrees
• Receive a travel bursary of up to $5,000 CAD 

Peking University
Bocconi University
Erasmus University 
ESSEC Business School
FGV Business School
The University of Hong Kong
IE Business School

FINANCIAL SUPPORT:

PROGRAM PARTNERS:

Immerse yourself in a rich academic legacy 
and a dynamic global economy, as you grow 
your cultural acumen and leadership skills. 

Set yourself apart with the Future Leaders program in 
partnership with the Guanghua School of Management. 
After completing two years of study at the Schulich 
School of Business, travel to Peking University for years 
3 and 4 of your degree program, where you’ll study with 
business students from top universities around the world.

As a member of the Future Leaders program, you’ll 
become part of a diverse and prestigious international 
cohort. Benefit from specialized courses focused on 
the Chinese business market, taught by leading experts 
from Guanghua’s world class faculty. In just four years, 
graduate with both a BBA/iBBA from the Schulich School 
of Business and a Bachelor of Arts in Management from 
the Guanghua School of Management. 

Explore one of the world’s largest economies
Learn about Chinese management and finance while 
participating in language courses and cultural immersion 
activities. Grow your skills and your network to prepare 
for opportunities to work in China, as you connect with 
business leaders, government officials and instructors.

Benefit from institutional support 
Financial support is available for participants, 
including travel bursaries, a cost of living stipend and 
complimentary student accommodations, making the 
Future Leaders program one of the most cost-effective 
ways to earn an international degree.

Enter the global classroom
Future Leaders brings together a bright and 
diverse group of students from the world’s 
leading business schools. The program offers an 
unmatched opportunity to exchange ideas in an 
immersive learning environment, while gaining a new 
understanding of the world’s fastest growing consumer 
market.  

One Global Experience. 
Two Degrees.

Established in 1898, Peking University is ranked as one 
of the top 5 universities in Asia by QS and Times Higher 
Education, and is a prestigious C9 League institution.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:

For eligibility and application details,  
visit schulich.yorku.ca/PKU-future-leaders 

or contact intlrelations@schulich.yorku.ca.

Keio University
Queen’s University
University of Mannheim
Moscow State University
National University of Singapore
SGH Warsaw School of Economics
Tel Aviv University 

“I met many amazing people 
and experienced local 
life, food and landscapes 
firsthand during my 
exchange term at Peking 
University. I have a far 
more comprehensive 
understanding of the 
business, culture and society 
in China as a result.”

Alizeh Haider, iBBA 2019
exchange at Guanghua School of Management,  
Peking University, Winter 2019


